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Beginning DirectX 11 Game ProgrammingCourse Technology PTR, 2011

	Many of us wish to create our own video games. For some, gaming is a hobby, and
	for others it is something fun to participate in casually. But for the rest of us,
	gaming and the dream of making our own games is more like a passion. Chances
	are, if you’ve purchased this book, you are looking to turn your desire and passion
	into...
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The Business of DesignArchitectural Press, 2011

	For thirty years, consultant Keith Granet has enjoyed helping design professionals turn their passion into profit. In his new book, The Business of Design: Balancing Creativity and Profitability, Granet debunks the myth that business sense and creative talent are mutually exclusive. The Business of Design: Balancing Creativity...
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SharePoint 2007: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2007
Why did I write this book? Actually, it took an army to write this book (read all of the names on the front cover if you don’t believe me). While I’m credited as the “lead author,” the experience and expertise of everyone who authored content for SharePoint 2007: The Definitive Guide is what is at the center of this work....
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Modeling for Insight: A Master Class for Business AnalystsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Praise for Modeling for Insight
    "Most books on modeling are either too theoretical or too focused on the mechanics of programming. Powell and Batt's emphasis on using simple spreadsheet models to gain business insight (which is, after all, the name of the game) is what makes this book stand head and shoulders...
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California For Dummies (Dummies Travel)For Dummies, 2007
With two of the nation’s largest megalopolises — Los Angeles and the San Francisco Bay area—California has the largest, wealthiest, and most urbanized population of any state in the nation. Yet it’s also an agricultural wonderland, a nature-lovers paradise, a wine-lover’s dream, an outdoor enthusiast’s ideal...
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Ajax Starter KitSams Publishing, 2007

	Ajax Programmer’s Toolkit with all the technologies you need to set up an Ajax development and testing environment on your Windows, Mac, or Linux computer.


	 


	Quick Start Guide teaches you the basics of Ajax programming in 21 short, easy-to-read...
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Inside Microsoft SharePoint 2013 (Developer Reference)Microsoft Press, 2013

	Build custom SharePoint solutions with architectural insights from the experts.


	Take a deep dive into SharePoint 2013, and master the intricacies for designing and implementing robust apps and other business solutions for your organization. Led by an author team with in-depth knowledge of SharePoint architecture,...
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The Professional Development of Teachers: Practice and TheorySpringer, 2004
We have subtitled this book ‘Practice and Theory’ because that is the order in which we plan to deal with the subject. We have been running and evaluating programmes for the professional development of teachers since 1970 and the first section of the book will describe some of that practice and the principles which have emerged, and...
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System Administration Made Easy Guidebook, Release 4.6A/BJohnson Printing Service, 2000
The most commonly performed system administration tasks are explained step-by-step in this guidebook. Eighty percent of the book is operation system/database independent; the rest covers Microsoft SQL Server     

       About the Author

The R/3 Simplification Group at SAP Labs, Palo Alto, develops or helps...
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Beginning Illustration and Storyboarding for Games (Premier Press Game Development)Course Technology PTR, 2004
The creative work involved in creating concept art for games is one of the most rewarding jobs that an artist can have. In fact, it is possibly the most creative job in the entire game industry. Concept artists have the opportunity to visualize things that have never been seen before. They create the visual design of games. It is a huge...
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Google Search & Rescue For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2005
Be amazed at all the ways Google's at your service!
Here's how to find your way through all the information Google offers     

More than a search engine, Google has become a lifestyle. This book introduces you to the rest of the Google family — valuable tools such as Google Maps, Google Video, Google Earth, Google Scholar, and...
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Practical Standards for Microsoft Visual BasicMicrosoft Press, 2000
As members of a functional society, we adhere to standards every day  of our lives. Often we don't think about these standards; rather, we take them for granted and apply them naturally. For instance, when you pull up to an intersection that's a four-way stop, you stop your car and check for cross-traffic. Once any cars already crossing the...
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